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On The Late Elinor Ostrom, Distinguished Professor At Indiana 
University, Which Is A University in Indiana, Which Is A Place 
That Exists, At Least Last I Checked, Which Illustrates The 
Epistemological Limits Placed On Human Knowledge Without 
Even Having Gotten Past The Title, So Check This, Because 
I’m About To Blow The Goddamn Doors Off Your Mind:  

A Premeditated Improvisation
──

Elinor
Elinor Ostrom
Elinor Ostrom Ostrom
Ostrom

Elinor Ostrom, you were an economist
Milliner nostrum, willing colostrum
Toast in her oven, osh kosh b’gostrom,
Jellybean estrus, billionaire ostrich

Melon or onion? Colostomy instrument
Excrement increment, Pandora’s boxtrom
Bloomington Bloomington Indianomically
Estimate, aestivate, inner astronomy

Elinor Ostrom, economostrum
Public choice theory phenomenostrom
Nobel Prize winner, per aspera ad astra
Elinor, add sarsaparilla to blossom

Elinor Ostrom, Elinor Ostrom,
Estrellanor Indianapolostrom
Anchorbutt rancorous wankernut rostrum
The budget shows us running Attention Deficit 

Disostrom

Elinor Ostrom, when you existed, you had been a 
person

So far as we know.

Amitai Schlair

On The Late Elinor Ostrom
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Michal Richardson

From the Lost Found Poetry Annals

From the Lost Found Poetry Annals, Or: New Findings Show 
Lost Love Or: If Bulletin Boards Could Talk, They’d Be All 
Like, “Check it Out, You Guys!  I Have Like 74 Pins Sticking 
Out of Every Possible Square Inch of My Surface Area; 

 I Am Totally Gonna Pass Out”
──

Lost
Dog-eared, well-loved copy of James Joyce’s Ulysses.  
Last seen under picturesque English elm at North-

east corner of Fort Greene Park.

Wanted
Intern willing to log over 4000 hours of videotape for 

what promises to be lucrative documentary film.
No pay; great experience!  Contact Jared.

Found
Poppyseed bagel (¾).
Found underneath fourth right-hand corner seat on 

car #2283 of B train.  
Looks delish!  Is this yours?

Lost
Wallet.  Shaped like ¾ of a bagel.  Please do not eat.

Found
that bagel to be delectable if a little tinny.

Found
Dog-eared, well-loved copy of James Joyce’s Ulysses.  
Discovered under favorite afternoon reading tree.
Call Mara.
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Bobby Silverberg will teach you to play the sousa-
phone!  

With so may flyers, how can he possibly take on 
any more students?, you may ask.  Only Bobby  
Silverberg knows.

Lost
Mara’s number.
Fell out of Moleskine notebook in nameless Clinton 

Hill coffee shop.  
Seriously, it has no name.  You won’t find it on  

Google.

Found
Your stupid coffee shop.  Atrocious service.
I still have your book.

Lost
Young gull.  Beloved new pet.  
Last seen in the company of shady-looking buoy.

Wanted
House cleaner.  No shirts.  No questions.  

Found
Mara’s number.  
She sounds like a rad lady; mind if I give her a call?

Lost
Your mind.  Hand it over, brah.

Lost
I… once… was.

Found
Your damned book, on the nightstand, inside your 
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From the Lost Found Poetry Annals

upturned bowler hat, where you leave it every god-
damned night.  Now come home, Raoul.

Lost
Incense burner.  Also innocence… bur…ner?
Sentimental value.

Lost
Jem and the Holograms t-shirt.  Extremely rare; 

unique find; weighed 0.3 lbs at thrift shop.  Please 
return immediately.  Contact Daisy.

Of value only to owner.

Found
Your marbles
Six steelies, eight aggies, a dozen pee-wees, and one 

great big glassie with an American flag in the  
middle

Because you lost ‘em!  Get it?
See what I did there?
I’m not coming home, Lorraine.  I’ve found some-

thing better.
Found at Bleecker and Bowery.

Found
Dude in red and white stripey t-shirt and doofy hat.
Seen hanging around underage mermaids.
Suspected vagrant.

Lost
Your senses.  Mara found Steve’s copy of Ulysses.  

Yours has highlights on pages 6, 63, and 264, with 
page 154 folded over and bookmarked.  

Not the third page of Episode 10.  
Everybody knows that.
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Seeking
Rent-controlled apartment.  JK HAHAHAHAHAHA

Wanted
Delinquent runaway tenant.  
Last seen uprooting bike rack in fit of maniacal 

laughter.
Believed itinerant since the 29th of the month.

Reported Stolen
Ivy League education.  Last seen in 2008.  
Please drop in any U.S. Postal Service mailbox.

Lost
My way, since my wife Lorraine left me.
Way last seen at hole-in-the-wall film cooperative in 

Bushwick.
Perhaps you could give me some direction?
Also feared at risk of loss:  my religion.
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Noam Prywes

Paleontology

Paleontology: Pale-Ontology
—or—

Dinosaur: Dino-Soar!
──

66 million years ago there was a mass extinction 
event wiping out most of the dinosaurs

Paraves, the clade including modern day birds is the 
only one to have survived

That is to say,
A dynasty of 135 thousand thousand years ended 

more abruptly than Rome
What was the price of the Mesozoic that had to be 

paid in the form of the K-T disaster?
What curse stood on the clade Dinosauria?

That is also to say,
Dinosaurs experienced the most beautiful death
Who would choose to be buried or cremated when 

option C) is to be reborn as birds
Though the Cenozoic has been ruled most recently 

by the hairy (hairless), milky, sweaty children of 
rodents

Upstarts, fools and builders.  Landbound and  
pathetic. 

Remember that when a bird is afraid, a dinosaur is 
afraid

When a bird takes flight, the heir to tyrannosaurus 
cocks it’s head and confidently leaps into the sky, 
without a second thought to its fragile, 

hollow bones, secure in the knowledge that if a  
comet sent by God to kill you fails, you may as well 
defy his will and fly.
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Phoenix-osaurus
—or—

Raptor, Raptor burning bright
—or—

[bird shriek]
──

When the asteroid rent the sky in two
Did you, when you stood at the Yucatan
Suspect that your extinction was at hand?
The tomb of Chicxulub quickly outgrew the world 

your raptor eyes had seen. Did you
Comprehend the heavenly Mexican
Flash with brains both head and butt? Bid the land 

farewell and fly above the sea. Adieu.
There providence’s end seemed not to show
And like Job all who lived could only cry
Not comprehending, left to ask but why?
When God himself saw fit to lay thee low
Remorse was made glorious in the sky
Evolution made meaningless her woe

Noam Prywes

Phoenix-osaurus
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Jason Kruta

#Howl

#Howl
—or—

You Only Howl Once
With no apologies whatsoever to Allen Ginsberg,  

he knows what he did.
──

I saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by 
selfies, twerking hashtag YOLO,

Scrolling themselves through the tumblr streets at 
dawn looking for an angry gif,

Flowercrowned hipsters burning for the ancient 
wifi connection to the Netflix dynamo in the 
machinery of night, 

Who funemployed and flannel and hollow-eyed 
high sat up shipping in the Supernatural fandom 
of slash-fiction fics floating across the tops of 
dashboards contemplating twincest,

Who bared their brains to fanfiction.net and saw 
weeping angels staggering on Bushwick roofs 
illuminated,

Who passed through universities with undeclared 
majors hallucinating Miley Cyrus and Drake-rap 
tragedy among the scholars of war on fun,

Who were expelled from the academies for Ke$ha 
& spoiling Game of Thrones on their Facebook 
timelines,

Who cowered in safe spaces in underwear, burning 
their money on Modcloth and listening to Blurred 
Lines through the wall,

Who look ratchet in their freakum dresses returning 
from EC with a morning regret for Barnard,

Who ate cronuts in hours-long lines or drank apple 
juice at after parties, crunk, or instagrammed 
their meals night after night,
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With primal screams, with not enough drugs, with 
all-nighters, adderall and procrasturbation and 
endless balls,

Ambien walruses in halls, Tom Swifty croquet teas 
on occupied lawns, mimosa drunkenness in the 
Village, torrented seasons of early-eighties proto-
nostalgia, molly and weed and fire-code violations 
in the warehouse raves of Brooklyn, WordPress 
rantings and kind reblogs of corgi photosets,

Who resigned themselves to subways for the endless 
wait for the L home from holy Williamsburg 
when the countdown clock brought them down 
shuddering mouth-wracked and battered bleak of 
brain all drained of brilliance in the drear light of 
an estimated 35-minute wait,

Who gchatted continuously seventy hours from 
smartphone to iPad to laptop to last-minute 
printing lab,

A lost battalion of table-flipping emoticons filling up 
the cloud storage of all-seeing Google,

All-caps screaming reblogging citation-needed facts 
and friendly reminders and trigger warnings and 
Buzzfeed listicles and infographics,

While intellects disgorged in total recall of Pokémon 
evolutionary lines and Saturday morning theme 
songs, grease from Koronet dripped on the 
pavement,

Who vanished into nowhere Crown Heights post-
graduation leaving a trail of vaguebooking status 
updates and Foursquare check-ins and two-star 
Yelp reviews of “authentic” Mexican food, 

Who wandered around and around Thursday night 
looking for the anime club wondering why they 
are wearing robes, and attended, briefly and 
accidentally,
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#Howl

Who lit cigarettes beside Butler, Butler, Butler, 
defiantly violating the unenforced twenty-foot 
rule,

Who upstreamed taxis en route to interviews for 
unpaid internships,

Who WOOFed it through the farms of Europe,
Who reappeared in Russia wikileaking the NSA in 

nerd-trying-to-look-like-a-cool-guy-trying-to-look-
like-a-nerd glasses,

Who played Angry Birds on their iPhones protesting 
the inequity of capitalism

Who distributed anarcho-collectivist pamphlets in 
Zucotti Square playing in drumcircles while the 
sirens of Bloomberg’s private army wailed them 
down,

Who broke down crying in purple snuggies naked 
and trembling before the machinery of Youtube 
comments,

Who punched douchebros in the cock and shrieked 
with delight in policecars for committing no 
crime but their own wild cooking misandry and 
liberation,

Who let themselves be fucked in the ass by okcupid 
duckface, and screamed with joy,

Who blew and were blown by those human seraphim, 
the grindrs, caresses of JDate and Christian Mingle 
love,

Who lost their rentboys to the three old shrews of fate 
the one eyed shrew of the homosexual agenda the 
one eyed shrew that winks out of the chatroulette 
and the one eyed shrew that does nothing but 
sit on his ass and play footsie in the intellectual 
bathroom stalls of midwestern airports.

Who wall-leaned endlessly trying to talk about 
Asia but wound up with a sob behind a TED Talk 
when the hoodied Silicon Valley start-up came to 
crowdsource him with a Kickstarter,
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Who copulated ecstatic and insatiate with a can of 
Fourloko, the good kind, from a long-forgotten 
stash hoarded in the waning days of twenty-aught-
ten, and ended in the Beezly Room with a vision of 
ultimate crunk, and were red-eyed in the morning 
but prepared to walk of shame 

back to Wien,
Who livetweeted Sharknado, and trapped the 

archangel of toxoplasmosis with Hulu marathons 
of ghost-hunting docudramas,

And rose reincarnated in the amazeballs jeggings of 
swag and distracted America from its suffering by 
ironically unironically thanking Obama for Lena 
Dunham’s preshridicadorbshilar Buffyspeak stuff 
and things literally nouning verbs,

A human vuvuzela butchering social media for one 
more life on Candy Crush Saga
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Rebecca Ehrhardt

In Memory of Jean Grey (Again)

I
──

She disappeared in the dead of winter:
The stars were frozen, the galaxy almost deserted,
The phoenix force disfigured the public statues;
And reason sank in the mouth of her dying days.
What instruments we have agree 
The days of her death were too many days.

Far from her illness
Wolverine ran on through the evergreen forests,
Colossus was yet tempted by Shadowcat’s ways. 
By mourning pens
The death of the hero was kept from her powers.

But for her it was her last afternoon (for now)
An afternoon of psychics and Cyclops
The provinces of her body possessed
The squares of her mind… also possessed
Silence invaded the corpses,
The current of her feeling failed; until becoming an-

other clone.

Now she is scattered among a hundred stories
And wholly given over to unfamiliar revisions,
To find her happiness in another kind of trope
And be remade under a foreign code of science.
The workings of physics
Are modified in the guts of dead redheads.

What instruments we have agree
The days of her death were too many days.
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II
──

You were foolish like us; your gift survived it all:
Awkward romantic advances, physical decay,
Yourself. Sebastian Shaw hurt you into… an 18th cen-

tury period piece?
Now Emma Frost has her madness and your hus-

band still,
Telepathy makes nothing happen: it plots
In the minds of your enemies where coherence
Would never want to tamper, flows on south
From planets of isolation and the busy griefs,
Raw worlds they all lived and died in; don’t survive,
At least for a few years, or months.

III
──

Earth, receive an honored guest:
Jean Grey is again laid to rest.
Don’t let the psychic vessel lie,
She’ll resurface in 1985. 

In the nightmare of the stars
The leaders of the Shi’ar bark,
And the living nations gape,
Was that a galaxy she just ate?

Intellectual disgrace
Stares from every writer’s face,
And the seas of pity fly
Well, I guess she has to die.

Follow, phoenix, follow bright
To the day of your next flight,
For your unrelenting vice
Deadlier powers will suffice;

In the deserts of her heart
More regenerations start,
In the prison of the page
Teach the phoenix how to blaze.
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Eric Donahue

Quinoazymandias

I met a Trader from an antique land,
who said: Two vast and whole-wheat loaves of bread
stand in the aisle. Near them, stripped of brand, 
half-off, organic Jasmine rice, light brown,
and Cuban-style black beans already canned
offer a store that’s unlike other chains
who charge for wine more than three dollar bills
and sell their bread with naught but seven grains:
but this one store announces to the crowds:
“My name is Trader Joe, now eat your fills:
purchase my balls of mochi, priced so fair!”
Nothing beside compares. Their edamame 
in pods comes fully cooked, no need prepare
before you serve it at your bougie party.
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(filched from an NSA wiretap by K Gabriel, CC ‘13)
──

NICK: Hello, Ms. Carson? It’s Nick, from New 
Directions Books.

AC: Hi yes Nick I remember you even though you 
weren’t either winged or red

NICK: Well, I’m calling about your manuscript; the 
reviewers have been asking some questions.

AC: people say all kinds of things but Baudrillard 
said the only things that really matter

NICK: I’m sure that’s true, Ms. Carson. But we have 
to say that your manuscript is leaving us all 
a little perplexed.

AC: I came after Homer and worse after Gertrude 
Stein a perplexing time to be a poet. If 
you’re not perplexed you’re probably dead 
but even the dead are perplexing and 
hence fascinating haven’t you thought how 
splendid when people are corpses and fall 
into pieces they’re much more like books 
when they’re dead and better friends too

NICK: It’s a very intriguing thought, Ms. Carson. 
But I’m afraid that without some serious 
edits we’re not going to publish the 
manuscript.

AC: Bracket. Bracket. Bracket. 

[she continues to say “Bracket” over Nick’s interjection.]

Anne Carson

Better Dead than Re[a]d
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Better Dead than Re[a]d

NICK: Excuse me?

AC: Bracket. Bracket. I’m pretending you’re 
fragmentary and two-thousand years old is 
that so wrong maybe with some emendations 
this conversation will be one where you let 
me know you’re publishing my book

NICK: I’m afraid that won’t be likely, Ms. 
Carson, not without some edits. We have 
some questions about, for instance your 
punctuation.

AC: Yes well by now you’ll have noticed that 
there are no commas anywhere here 
I haven’t used a comma in decades. 
Punctuation is like shitting in verse anyways 
good poets shit bad poets punctuate. Is it 
time to quote Hegel yet no a little while 
longer well wait for it then meanwhile here’s 
some more Greek and what Anacreon had to 
say about my parking ticket

NICK: That’s very interesting, Ms. Carson--but 
anyway, about your manuscript: we’re 
also afraid it just won’t go over well with 
an audience unfamiliar with Greek and 
Roman literature. But it’s not that we’re not 
interested—

AC: I can’t hear you over the herd of muskox

NICK: I beg your pardon?

AC: this is the part where the muskoxen wander 
into the conversation and take flight and 
this is the part where I fuck up my microsoft 
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word document and call it poetry wastes a 
lot of paper doesn’t it but you waste a lot of 
my time

NICK: I take exception to that, Ms. Carson, but it’s 
rather beside the point.

AC: Okay let me paint you a picture where your 
head splits open sprouts blood like a poppy 
sucks for you but the color is luscious is red 
is genius. that Maggie Nelson chick doesn’t 
know shit about colour blue is for babies 
red is for psychosis poetry is more psychotic 
than it is infantile do I make myself clear

NICK: I don’t find that very relevant, Ms. Carson

AC: then let me paint you a picture where your 
genitals turn inside out play the theremin 
on your liver and poke your eyes out into 
your yoghurt. Do you know who said that 
first that’s right Hipponax he was Greek 
bet you’re interested in classics now 
motherfucker

NICK: I’m hanging up now, Ms. Carson.

AC: Whatever you say Dick

NICK: Nick.

AC: Did anyone tell you Hegel blurbed my last 
book

NICK: [spluttering] Did anyone tell you you’re 
unbearable?

AC: Oh you’re sweet Nick a real mensch maybe if 
you’re lucky I’ll write you into a play
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Deanna Bennett

It’s A Metaphor

Your life is like a car crash
I see you blindly walking into things
and getting run down
Run down as if by SUVs
I try to warn you all the time
I tried to warn you this time
“Dude look out
there’s a car coming”
Unfortunately I was so busy composing this rhyme
that I said it half an hour too late
It’s not my fault
You really need to learn to look both ways when 

crossing the street
metaphorically,
and in this case,
literally.

I feel the tug of mortality on my pants leg
wailing, begging
refusing to release me from its grip--
no wait, that’s you
Please let go of that
You’re getting blood on my favorite jeans.
You need to learn to let go.
No really, let go.
I cannot carry you through all of your hard times
Yes, I see the bone sticking out of your shin
but you need to learn that this life will hit you
hard
and sometimes with a van.
A van on its way to deliver pizza
Sometimes life’s not all about you
Sometimes it’s about a promise
A promise of deliverance
in thirty minutes or your order is free.
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Either way I will not always be around to call you an 
ambulance

Especially not today
My battery is dying and I’m waiting for a friend to 

call.
It’s really important
I’m picking them up from the mall.

You can be so reckless with your heart
but it’s not made of steel
It’s actually made of some really nasty shit
You should probably get that checked out
I definitely don’t think I should be able to see your 

heart
but then again, I almost failed first year biology
so maybe I should just stick to poetry.

But you can also be really protective of your heart.
Like sometimes you need help,
a little encouragement to take some risks
maybe just a little push.
I’m not saying I pushed you
but maybe consider
life pushed you
right into traffic.
Maybe this is a new period of growth for you.
Or recovery.

Sometimes life calls you a bitch
and a lot of other names
Life gets in your face and asks
what the fuck is wrong with you
stop writing poetry and get me to the hospital
Ah but
that is you saying these things
so I guess in a way
you are my life
This would be a really romantic revelation
if you would stop screaming at me
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